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unmodulated and usually of intense or
saturated hues heightened by their highly
reflective surfaces. A line placed on those
surfaces energizes the elements in an inter
action that belies their apparent simplicity,
reminding us that even the most carefully
wrought two-dimensional representation—
of space, or as space—is an abstraction of
three-dimensional experience. After all, two
hues set next to one another already form
a spatial illusion. The even, glossy, and
fathomless colors of Shepherd’s panels are
paradoxically hand-applied in nearly every
instance. The seams created where panels
abut, as well as the clean but unfinished
edges of the wood supports of those pan
els, reveal their structure and reassert their
object-ness. From a distance, the lines-on-
planes can appear ruled and mechanical. As
we move closer, the austere linearity and
enameled planes of the paintings reverse
polarity to become hand-brushed lines
on fat, haptically engaging surfaces. Like
Mondrian’s paintings, which often appear
as merely flat planes of color when seen
from a distance or in reproduction, viewed
in person they reveal that they were made
with brushes, without taped boundaries,
their pentimenti more visible; they feel
alive and organic.

Igor Stravinsky’s famous remark about
music’s inability to express anything, of
expression not being an “inherent prop
erty” of it, came to mind as I spent time
with the paintings and drawings of Kate
Shepherd that comprise the exhibition
Lineaments. Regardless of the impulses
that motivate them, in an age of “over
sharing” her works are not self-indulgent
or narcissistic. They are not “about” her,
exactly, or at least overtly. Stravinsky later
clarified his statement, saying that music’s
most important qualities are “supra
personal” and that “music expresses itself”
(my emphasis). Despite painting’s very
different forms and parameters, I believe
much of Shepherd’s work achieves this par
ticular kind of self-expression. The paintings
realize her intention to present the visual
results of her investigative modus rather
than function as barometers to register the
vagaries of emotion.
Kate Shepherd’s paintings reflect the
artist’s deep interest in some of the funda
mental elements of two-dimensional art
making. In its bluffness, her work reveals
an essential paradox of drawing; lines,
cooperating with their attendant grounds,
do “express themselves” as lines-andplanes per se and, alternately, they are
perceived as forms and volume. In fact, the
leitmotiv of Shepherd’s work is this oscil
lation—sensed as an alternating current—
between a literal directness and a meta
phoric, sometimes even poetic, illusionism.
Her paintings are typically composed of
two or more vertically stacked and joined
panels, sometimes of different color or
value. These enameled planes upon which
the lines drape, course, and deploy are

Two paintings, Figure Plane, thread in, #7
tool (pure tulip red) and Initial Plain Blue
Building w/ J catenary tool (pure custom
bic) (both 2015), are almost cheeky in their
play of space and illusion, demonstrating
how little is needed to create a sense of
volume and dimensionality, and how
easily that implied space can collapse
back into flatly planar abstraction (pp.
18, 22). An unlikely evocation of plane,
figure, ground, and space, Figure Plane,
thread in, #7 tool (pure tulip red) presents
a delineated parallelogram on a red
field, with an additional line drooping
tentatively into it like a just-cut string. We
can, when we suspend our disbelief like
that tendrilled line, see it that way. Then,
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when our “rational” consciousness, our
“knowing” look, banishes the illusion, it
flattens back to lines on a plane of intense
color, the “thread” seemingly mistaken
or out of place. Initial Plain Blue Building
w/ J catenary tool (pure custom bic) is
formed of two parallel—or overlapped—
parallelograms, which can be read
illusionistically as transparent wall panels,
with a section of a catenary line seemingly
draped over or in between the panels from
the left.		

be figurative, of which we are even less
consciously aware: we can respond bodily
and psychologically to a work’s tactile
or physical qualities. This is clear when
encountering Shepherd’s suspended
wire drawing-in-space, Chiseled Stone
(2015), which coaxes us into a physical
relationship with it (p. 54). This 13-foot-
tall work takes us a step away from our
normally proprioceptive, or dimensionally-
sensed, selves. Characteristic of Shepherd’s
works, it indicates by minimal means
an enclosure of volume and a floating
planarity of delineated abstract shapes,
visually snapping back and forth between
the two but grounded by line. That line
vaguely indicates the shifting contour of a
human form, depending on one’s view of it.
Chiseled Stone’s considerable height and
lack of mass confound our visual, physical,
and spatial relationship to the work as we
move around it. Composed of sections of
clothes hangers of the same length—linear
modules—its crimped joints recall the
painted lines and terminuses of Shepherd’s
panel paintings.
Although suspended in two dimensions,
the figure in the painting Violet Grey
African Rabbit Skin (2010) most echoes
Chiseled Stone (p. 17). It is austere, tall and
attenuated, seemingly flayed and hung in
its indeterminate space. Stretching from
the panel’s top to bottom edges, the central
placement of this figure feels hieratic.
The painting relates strongly to the wire
drawing as seen from certain angles but as
a distillation of a drawing in space. In its
quiet rotation of space, Central Park, double
cut @ 4, silver over black (2014), a work of
laser-cut wood shapes, transcribes a section
of fractured sidewalk; what we normally
walk on is now draped from the wall onto
a shelflike ledge (p. 28). It is a piece of
pavement as a quicksilver tapestry, both
concrete and fluid. Its repositioning, from
horizontal to vertical, and transformation,
from obdurate to almost insubstantially
thin, enjoyably disorients us.

Figuration is the kind of illusion Kate
Shepherd’s work quietly but insistently
engages in throughout Lineaments. Her
paintings in most instances investigate how
much visual information is both necessary
and sufficient for a viewer to conjure a
figure, without resorting to “expressive”
line, without modeling and shading,
without detailed depiction. What is meant
when we say a work is “figurative”—what
constitutes “figuration” in art? Like so
many things, degrees of figurativeness
can be provisionally located on an arc
or a spectrum, from very direct and
recognizable depictions of form—especially
the human form—to works that may at first
seem to have little relation to that form but
onto which we project “figures,” as when
seeing recognizable shapes in clouds.
The word figure itself has a multiplicity
of meanings and nuances. A surprising
number of these can be applied to Kate
Shepherd’s delineated forms: a bodily
shape (or its depiction), an investigation or
calculation, a surmise, a shape defined by
one or more lines in two dimensions, or by
one or more surfaces in three dimensions,
a diagram or illustration in a book, a pattern
of movement, a short succession of musical
notes producing a single impression.
Some of the definitions for figure describe
what we might see in a given artwork
and emphasize our visual relationship to
it. But there is another way a work can
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Shepherd’s two-dimensional paintings
on panel establish a somewhat different
correspondence with our bodily selves.
You don’t fully understand a large Jackson
Pollock painting until it subsumes you, until
you feel how it allows you to enter into its
deepening, overlapping loops of gesticulate
paint that are the traces of a body in
motion across a canvas plane. While Kate
Shepherd’s work is in most ways very
different from this hypothetical Pollock,
her works do set themselves resolutely in
relation to the viewer. Many of the artist’s
paintings in this exhibition are large, most
ranging from a person’s natural height
to that of a traditional full-length portrait;
they maintain a proportional relationship
with our bodies or the dimensions we
encompass. Relatedly, our presence in their
pictorial space is implied by our reflection
in their seemingly liquid surfaces, which
push us a bit further back from them while
simultaneously drawing our eye past those
surfaces and deeper into the color space,
complicating our interaction with the
painted figures.
One such work, the triptych womantorse
daz3d2 Draw-On-1.lrfr(three scenes) (2014),
opens with a vertical tangle of lineaments
in the first panel, unfolding sequentially to
the seemingly vectorized lines indicating
the gesture and contour of a human form
(p. 23). These three blue-black panels could
serve as a summation of the exhibition’s
figurative theme: at what point can we
perceive the emergence of a figure from the
non-figural? Where are we in relation to it?
Each panel contains the same number of
linear elements, but differently deployed.
The feeling of rotation, of expansion and
movement rightward, is subtly reinforced
by an almost imperceptible widening of
the panels, left to right. The painting Table
Sculptures #1 (2015), in its squarish format
and bulk, contrasts strongly with womantorse daz3d2 Draw-On-1.lrfr(three scenes)
and most of the other panels in Lineaments
(p. 21). The image, reminiscent of a relief

print, indeed employs etching ink rather
than paint and depicts a chunky modern
ist sculpture with just enough indication
of mass and texture to be apprehended
“bodily.”
The ochre enamel that forms the ground
of ALVAR AALTO4halvesstacked_thread2nostand.s8 (sky grass, wire sculpture) (2014)
references the natural wood color of the
architect/designer’s work, just as the blue
in Initial Plain Blue Building w/ J catenary
tool (pure custom bic) is specifically keyed
to the ink of the pen, and as perhaps the
red in Figure Plane, thread in, #7 tool (pure
tulip red) refers to Mondrian (p. 20). ALVAR
AALTO4halvesstacked_thread2nostand.
s8 (sky grass, wire sculpture) takes as
its ostensible “subject” Aalto’s famous
organic-modernist furniture—things that
bodies sit in. However, as in womantorse
daz3d2 Draw-On-1.lrfr(three scenes), the
linearity of the work seems to indicate the
motion of a figure, here getting up and
moving out of repose rather than inhab
iting a seat. And as in the triptych, the
artist’s self-imposed constraint to use only
variable-length segments of straight lines,
even when creating curves, imparts a sense
of torqued energy.
The painting I Silver, February Snow (2007)
is disarmingly straightforward: light diago
nal marks on graphite-shimmering sur
faces, building up and congesting in places
like sleet (p. 15). Shepherd’s approach here,
while dryly unsentimental, is reminiscent
of the childlike literalness of the way rain is
depicted in the paintings of Van Gogh (La
Pluie, 1889, at the Philadelphia Museum of
Art) and Braque (the Phillips Collection’s
The Shower, 1952) or their antecedents in
the works of Japanese artists like Hiroshige.
Unlike the other panels in the exhibi
tion, the surface of the ground in I Silver,
February Snow is lustrous but not glossy,
which emphasizes the dense barrier of lines
that allude to driving winter precipitation;
we don’t feel we can see very far beyond
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it. In its concern for liquidness, it paradox
ically has the driest, least fluid surface of
Shepherd’s panel paintings. In this, and its
directness, it is the painting most related
to the selections of works on paper in
Lineaments, which form a sort of coda for
the exhibition.
The first group of these is comprised
of graphite-on-serigraph works, a few of
them employing the same figuration as
the paintings, while others explore more
explicitly architectural ideas, much like that
in the painting Green Stack (2008–15) (p.
11). Tall, schematically volumetric, the work
is a fitting geometric device to which many
of the exhibition’s other “figures” could
relate. This painting and corresponding
drawings, like the stacked-box image of Toy
Blocks Stack, grey over white (2007–15), are
also figural but in the way architecture is; as
containers for and metaphors of the body
and the space it inhabits (p. 53).

The paint chip works are blind-contour
drawings, a process whereby the artist
views the subject but not the paper upon
which they are drawn. By typically doubling
(as with Sailboats off page, blue and white,
1995), or trebling the same figure (as with
the torso in torn, 3 odalisques, Legs, 2015),
they raise questions about observation
and “truth,” about the veracity of vision;
what, if anything, constitutes a “correct”
iteration (pp. 38, 46)? These drawings posit
a corollary to our “necessary and sufficient”
observation made of the figuration in
the paintings. They demonstrate what is
required for Shepherd to evoke temporality
and an attendant sense of movement in
space. Her repeated figures, one “after”
another, and their shifting positions, some
traversing the edges of the paper, seem
to reveal a secret delight in creating those
illusions. The paint chip drawings bring
us back to the essential function of the
artist’s looking/drawing, and perhaps lightly
register more unruly impulses, where all of
Kate Shepherd’s works begin.

As with her paintings, size and scale—
relative size—are important considerations
in Kate Shepherd’s drawings. The second
group of works on paper are her “paint
chip” drawings, executed initially in 1993
and again in 2015 on small hardware store
paint samples. The oldest of these is an
image of a rabbit, 3 grays, Lone Rabbit
(1993), drawn on a color named “silverado”
and fittingly next to “silver streak” (p. 39).
Two tulips (1996) may refer to Mondrian,
or more closely to Vermeer; the drawings
are of a scale that evokes intimacy, and one
has to move in close to view them (p. 49).
They are of a size that is comfortable, as
if we could and should cosset them in our
palms. Quirky and direct, the artist’s hand
is immediately visible in these drawings.
Correspondingly, the lines in these small
works divulge the varying pressure and
velocity of the drawing material on the
surfaces with fluctuations of density
and texture—characteristics less readily
apparent in the paintings until they, too,
are viewed at this same close range.

Paul Bright is the Director of the
Charlotte and Philip Hanes Art Gallery.
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couple inches in either dimension. I don’t
mean to suggest scale is the definitive
characteristic of these drawings, that would
be too easy. Also, to do so would miss
what is significant about the works: the
kinds of memory they envelop—personal,
collective, and virtual, too. As decisive as
one can be about such things, Kate and I
choose to momentarily forget description
in favor of discussing what motivated
her to make the drawings. In writing this
text, I say to Kate, I hope to uncover why
these works, some twenty years old,
capture my attention now, and to what
end. By discussing them with you, I want
to understand how I/they might deepen
a viewer’s engagement of your practice,
one which seems to pivot on a warm
detachment from technology.

Kate Shepherd’s paint chip drawings
prompt questions about how memory
works. “How memory works” is itself a
question frequently posed, just Google
it. For me and perhaps a few others, any
accessible answer is inevitably roadblocked by Joan of Arc, an indie rock band
from Chicago whose second album takes
this phrase as its title. Like Kate’s paintchip drawings, “How Memory Works”
was produced in the mid to late nineties.
That vague connection may hold little
meaning for readers of this brief essay,
even less so than the other references
embedded below.
To begin, I’ll try to recall where I
first saw these drawings—my inbox,
a catalogue? It is unlikely I first saw them
in person, in an exhibition. They haven’t
been shown since the nineties. I am certain,
however, we discussed the works at
length in her studio, early one evening
this past October.

By clicking on the box adjacent to each
thumbnail of Kelly's image, and then
clicking on ‘Download to Arriba Express,’
the Arriba Express user could simply
download the full sized copyright regis
tered image without asking for permis
sion or even visiting Kelly's website.

Instructions are very brief, for the key
lines of each object tell their own story
and the child is entranced by the results
soon gained. There is no stupid tracing
in this book, for tracing accomplishes at
most only a little muscular control.

First, says Kate, it’s worth noting that
in recent years I’ve used 3D-modeling
software to create relatively sizable oiland-enamel paintings. Sizable relative
to the paint chip drawings, that is. This

Kate’s paint chip drawings are small by
all standards: a few rectangles of canary
yellow, misty blue, or ice gray plus
graphite marks, together measuring just a
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enables her, I gather, to achieve difficult
perspectives on indeterminate volumes:
a figurative wire sculpture, folding doors,
or sheets of rain. Her linework is imperfect
because she translates from computer
screen to panel by hand, using rudimentary
tools. Examining the shaky precision of her
brushstroke, I wonder why each line feels
familiar, as if they delineate a memory we
hold in common. We both admit this is
unlikely. Some paintings have inscrutable
titles Kate derived from their source files,
like womantorse daz3d2 Draw-On-1.lrfr(three
scenes)—another memorization trick (p. 29).

York Times, an in-flight catalogue, or the
library’s picture collection (she doesn’t
recall every source). Withdrawing attrac
tion allows her to see what is intensely
emotional about a subject’s commonality,
the cracks in its ordinariness. By measure
ment, I mean to say she crops, scales, and
renders each subject and experience with
the fewest lines required to stabilize a form:
think, “how to draw _____.” Kate repeats
this act once or twice more, extending her
composition left and right or up and down,
the way one might complete a crossword
puzzle. These drawings demonstrate her
visual athleticism: the ability to see the
court and act quickly to take advantage of
the changing view, to borrow the words of
one sports writer.

Your Magic Link has a geography
modelled on that of the world, with
rooms along hallways and buildings
along a street. To perform different
activities in the world, you move from
place to place. Similarly, to do different
things with your Magic Link, you’ll move
along the places in its world. . . . There
are other rooms in your Magic Link
geography and even other buildings.
You enter rooms through doors. Just
touch a door to go into the room behind
it. Each of the Magic Link rooms is a
complete place appropriate for certain
activities. The room for books, for
example, is called the Library.

and products that enhance the quality
of graphics—are highly prized in the
market.

so popular during my high school years,
and wonder what permission my memory
grants others. Conjuring search results
(Polaroid iZone) entails some degree of
creativity on the part of an unnamed engi
neer. I ask her, what degree of creativity is
desirable in memory recall? Researchers
have found, she says, now reading off her
computer’s screen, that memories can
be planted in someone’s mind if they’re
exposed to misinformation after an event,
or if they’re asked suggestive questions
about the past. Drawing on the scale of
paint chips grants you, or any artist, a good
deal of creativity with memory recall, I say.
Before we head out, she gathers a dozen or
so drawings into a manila folder which she
stores in her flat file. Some artworks remain
memorable with a limited amount of detail.

Flat heels, tulips, torsos, and horses are
more portable at the scale of Kate’s paint
chips. I hesitate to call these drawings
“thumbnail sketches” because they have
no referent—in other words, they don’t
stand in for larger artworks. This seems true
to contemporary life: both digital reading
and viewing require us to thread narratives
through tiny jpegs, plucked by algorithms,
without expectation of finding originals,
if they ever existed. Search results, like
sketches, help one explore multiple ideas
quickly: instant assemblages under con
stant revision that are messy to collate and
can be messier to parse. In the safety of her
studio, I entertain the romantic notion that
sketching sailboats and Brooklyn Bridges
might have the power to restore collective
memory, even in a changing information
environment we hardly ever escape. By
limiting her iconography, Kate plays the
“top ten” on rotation while others choose
personalized playlists, so to speak.

Peter J. Russo is the Director of Triple Canopy.

Image sources
1. Excerpt and illustration from E. G. Lutz, What to
Draw and How to Draw It, 1913, published by Dodd,
Mead & Company, New York. Downloaded from
archive.org.
2. Background document with transcription from
Leslie A. Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corporation, 1999, which
upheld the right of image search engines to display
thumbnail copies of images within their search
results. Downloaded from netcopyrightlaw.com via
archive.org.

For those enthusiastic video game
players who do not want to pay for a
PlayStation console, they can avoid
having to do so by paying a smaller
sum for the Bleem software. For
those aficionados who have already
purchased a Sony PlayStation console,
the new Bleem software allows them to
enjoy their games even more by playing
them on a computer, which is capable
of producing higher resolution graphics
than a television. The graphics are a
large component of any video game,
such that games with better graphics—

To untangle the meaning of Kate’s less
recently exhibited paint chip drawings,
I ask again about process, her thought
process. In the works I sense an encounter,
followed by a retreat, then a measurement.
This is how the drawings are made, hers
is a practice of detachment. Kate may
have encountered her subjects in the New
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3. Comparison of the video game R4: Ridge Racer
Type 4 running natively on the PlayStation, and
under Bleemcast!, respectively. Released in March
1999, Bleemcast! was a software emulator that
allowed players to run PlayStation discs on the Sega
Dreamcast. Downloaded from wikipedia.org, with
transcript from law.justia.com.
4. Excerpt and illustration from Sony Magic Link PIC1000 user’s guide, 1994. Magic Link ran Magic Cap, an
object-oriented operating system for personal digital
assistants (or PDAs, predecessors of the smartphone).
Its applications were to operate in a “cloud.”
Downloaded from esupport.sony.com.

INTERVIEWER: Did you ever try it again?

5. Excerpt and illustration from a series of Campari
parody ads published by Hustler from 1983 to 1984.
Jerry Falwell mailed copies of the ad to supporters
as part of a donation drive. Downloaded from
collegehumor.com.

Seated at Kate’s desk, I use my phone to
look up the name of those sticker cameras,
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